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Abstract

Multi-camera multiple people tracking is a crucial tech-
nology for surveillance, crowd management, and social be-
havior analysis, enabling large-scale monitoring and com-
prehensive understanding of complex scenarios involving
multiple individuals across different camera views. How-
ever, due to severe occlusion within the scene and sig-
nificant variations in camera viewpoints, there are high
demands for matching and correlating the same target
among different cameras, especially in an online setting.
To address this challenge, we propose a novel online
multi-camera multiple people tracking system. This sys-
tem integrates geometric-consistent constraints and ap-
pearance information of the targets, effectively improv-
ing tracking accuracy. Additionally, we design a state-
aware Re-ID correction mechanism that adaptively lever-
ages Re-ID features to correct mismatches among tar-
gets. This system has demonstrated good adaptability
across various scenarios. Our proposed system is evalu-
ated in track1 of the 2024 AI City Challenge [38], achiev-
ing a HOTA score of 67.2175% and securing the 2nd po-
sition on the leaderboard. The code will be available at:
https://github.com/ZhenyuX1E/PoseTrack.

1. Introduction

Multi-camera people tracking (MCPT) is a vital research
area in computer vision aimed at accurately monitoring and
tracing individuals across various camera views. By seam-
lessly integrating data from multiple cameras, MCPT tran-
scends the limitations of traditional single-camera track-
ing methods, offering unparalleled accuracy and robustness.
A traditional online MCPT pipeline encompasses critical
stages such as pedestrian detection, re-identification (Re-
ID) for extracting distinctive features, multi-camera match-
ing for associating detection results between different cam-

Figure 1. Illustration of the multi-camera multiple people tracking
task. This task requires detecting and tracking each individual in
occluded scenes, and assigning the same ID to the same object
across different cameras.

eras, and ID initialization or update for storing the trajecto-
ries up to the current moment.

This advanced technology finds applications across var-
ious sectors, with a growing demand for indoor people
tracking in recent years. In storage, it optimizes inventory
management and workflow efficiency. Supermarkets ben-
efit from detailed customer behavior analysis for targeted
marketing and improved security. In hospitals, MCPT en-
hances patient flow management and resource allocation,
contributing to better care standards. With its ability to pro-
vide actionable insights and enhance surveillance capabil-
ities, multi-camera multiple people tracking emerges as an
indispensable tool across various domains, driving innova-
tion and efficiency in today’s interconnected world.

In recent years, a series of efforts have been made to en-
hance the MCPT task, leading to significant improvements
in its applicability across various scenarios, as well as its ro-
bustness and accuracy. However, challenges such as occlu-
sions in dense scenes and variations of the same individual
across different camera perspectives pose higher demands
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on algorithms.
To solve these issues, we design an online MCPT sys-

tem that integrates spatial information within and across
cameras and state-aware appearance information of the tar-
gets. Specifically, when matching multi-view detections
to tracked targets, we simultaneously consider 2D spatial
affinity, 3D epipolar affinity, homography affinity and adap-
tive state-aware Re-ID affinity. Among these, the first
three are designed to meet the geometric constraints within
single-view and across different views. The latter helps to
correct the problem of of ID switches during and after heavy
occlusions. Furthurmore, to avoid multiple fragments re-
sulted from significant Re-ID differences for the same in-
dividual across different viewpoints, we specially design a
Re-ID feature bank to store diverse Re-ID features corre-
sponding to different poses and angles, enabling our system
with a powerful online re-identification ability.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We design a robust online MCPT system. By incorporat-

ing geometric-consistent constraints and appearance in-
formation, effective multi-camera multi people tracking
can be achieved in different scenarios.

• We propose a state-aware Re-ID correction mechanism
to address the problem of ID switches during and after
heavy occlusions, with a special-designed feature bank
containing diverse Re-ID features corresponding to dif-
ferent poses and angles.

• We evaluated our system in track1 of the 2024 AI City
Challenge that consists of many densely occluded scenes
and achieved the second place in the leaderboard with a
HOTA score of 67.2175.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we offer

a comprehensive review of existing literature. Section 3 elu-
cidates the methodology proposed in this paper. Following
that, Section 4 delves into the intricate details of our imple-
mentation and the ensuing experimental outcomes. Finally,
in Section 5, we engage in a discussion of the findings and
draw conclusions from our research endeavor.

2. Related Works

2.1. Object Detection

Object detection is a crucial task in computer vision, aim-
ing to accurately localize and classify objects in images and
videos. In recent years, various approaches have been de-
veloped, categorized into anchor-based and anchor-free de-
tection methods.

Anchor-based methods utilize predefined anchor boxes
to predict object positions and categories. One prominent
approach is Faster R-CNN [24], which introduces a region
proposal network (RPN) to efficiently generate region of in-
terest (ROI) proposals. This method significantly improves
detection efficiency by separating region proposal gener-

ation from the subsequent classification and localization
tasks. Another notable advancement is Mask R-CNN [9],
an extension of Faster R-CNN that incorporates a parallel
mask prediction head for instance segmentation.

In contrast, anchor-free detection methods do not rely
on predefined anchor boxes. Instead, they directly pre-
dict object locations and categories without anchor-based
constraints. You Only Look Once (YOLO) [23] and its
follow-up work including YOLOv3 [22], YOLOv7 [35]
and YOLOX [8] are pioneering anchor-free works which
adopt a single-stage detection approach without anchor
boxes, simplifying the detection pipeline while maintaining
high precision. Transformer-based object detection meth-
ods such as DETR [2], Swin Transformer [17] and Vit-
Det [14] are another anchor-free variants that utilize atten-
tion mechanisms to more accurately locate objects. Anchor-
free methods bring faster running speed and can be applied
to some real-time scenarios.

2.2. Re-Identification

Re-Identification (Re-ID) plays an important role in rec-
ognizing individuals across different scenes, cameras, or
time instances. Advancements in deep learning have greatly
improved Re-ID performance, with convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) being commonly used to extract robust
and discriminative features. During this time, three direc-
tions receive major attention, namely feature representa-
tion learning, metric learning and ranking optimization. To
capture representative features, researchers explore global
feature [36, 47], local feature [32, 42, 46], auxiliary fea-
ture with additional annotated information [29] or more
augmented training samples [49] to construct feature vec-
tors. In metric learning, researchers focus on the loss func-
tion used to guide the feature learning process, including
identity loss [31, 49], verification loss [3, 48] and triplet
loss [28, 39]. In the meanwhile, to improve the performance
in the testing stage, the ranking order is optimized by sim-
ilarity mining [43, 50], human interaction [16] and metric
fusion [20].

2.3. Multi-Object Tracking

Multi-Object tracking typically adopts the track-by-
detection paradigm where objects are first detected in each
frame, and then linked across frames to form tracks. In the
early stage, [1] is a representative work that utilizes Kalman
filters to forecast the object location in the next frame and
solves a assigning problem using Hungarian algorithm. Al-
though SORT is simple and effective, it performs poorly
in situations of occlusion and the disappearance of objects.
Afterwards, various approaches are proposed to improve
the performance in object association. [41] utilized addi-
tional appearance information to match objects. [34] pro-
posed pixel-level tracking to achieve higher tracking accu-
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racy. [44] associated every detection box to reduce missed
detections and improve trajectory continuity.

2.4. Multi-camera people tracking

Multi-camera people tracking (MCPT) is a complex field
within computer vision that focuses on identifying multiple
individuals across different camera feeds. This task can be
divided into offline and online tracking approaches, each
with its distinct methodologies and challenges.

Offline tracking approach allows the system to access
all the video frames and camera views at once, enabling
comprehensive analysis and optimization. In previous
works [6, 10, 40], graph-based methods are used to asso-
ciate multiple image flows across cameras. Later, to facil-
itate intra-camera association, re-identification features are
combined into models in [15, 19, 26, 33]. Furthermore,
Some recent works [5, 11, 12, 45] adopt 3D pose estimation
and camera parameters to acquire 3D human joints, which
can be used as spatial information in the association step.

Different from offline tracking approach, online ap-
proach needs to form tracking trajectories using only the
information available at the present time. [21] proposes a
dynamic graph Model with link prediction to facilitate data
association. [5] starts from the perspective of 3D pose es-
timation and iteratively updates 3D pose for each person
in the process of multi-camera multi-people tracking. It is
worth noting that online approach heavily rely on the perfor-
mance of Re-ID models especially in the occlusion scenes.

3. Methods
In this section, we will first give an overview of our online

tracking framework. Then the two main components of our
framework will be detailed, i.e. multi-view matching with
geometric consistency and state-aware Re-ID affinity and
cross-view target initialization.

3.1. Overview

Generally, We store latest updated information of indi-
viduals as tracked targets for the ease of online tracking,
and formulate the online tracking task as a problem associ-
ating newly detected human to tracked targets.

Specifically, for the i-th detection Di,t,c from the t-th
frame of camera c, we estimate its 2D human body key-
points {xk

i,t,c} and its Re-ID feature fi,t,c, where k ∈
{1, · · · , NK}, NK the number of 2D human body key-
points and fi,t,c ∈ RNR with NR the length of fea-
ture vector. Thus, a detected human sample Di,t,c can
be represented as Di,t,c = {Bi,t,c, {xk

i,t,c}, fi,t,c}, where
Bi,t,c ∈ R4 its bounding box and xk

i,t,c ∈ R2 the 2D lo-
cation of the k-th keypoint. In terms of target, we retain
its last update 3D keypoints location {Xk

i,t} in global co-
ordinate, 2D keypoints {xk

i,t′,c} and bounding boxes from

each view {Bi,t′,c}, where t′ the last update time of the
2D keypoint or of the bounding box. Besides, a fea-
ture bank Fi containing differentiated Re-ID feature vec-
tors of an single person is also maintained for each tar-
get. Therefore, a target at the t-th frame Ti,t can be rep-
resented as a combination of the stored information, i.e.
Ti,t = {{Xk

i,t}, {xk
i,t′,c}, {Bi,t′,c}, Fi,t}. In the following

paragraphs, we omit the index i of Di,t,c and Ti,t for sim-
plicity.

We also design 4 tracking states for targets: uncon-
firmed, confirmed, missing or deleted. Unconfirmed targets
are initialized with only single-view detection and needs to
be matched relentlessly for a certain number of frames to
be transformed to a confirmed tracking state. If the target
does not receive consecutive matches during this period, the
target will be deleted to reduce the influence of false posi-
tive detection. Confirmed targets are targets being currently
tracked, and can transfer to the missing state if the target
does not receive any matches within a period of time.

3.2. Multi-view Matching with Geometric Consis-
tency and State-aware Re-ID Affinity

Given frames from multi-view cameras, we iteratively as-
sociate detection samples to tracked targets view-by-view.
The association problem can be equivalent to a weighted
bipartite graph matching problem, with a cost matrix re-
flecting the weight of edges. The matching problem can
be solved by Hungarian algorithm [13] view-by view once
the cost matrix is determined. In our framework, we use an
affinity matrix instead of a cost matrix, where the former
can be considered as the negative of the latter. Therefore,
how to modeling the affinity between detection samples and
targets is a crucial component in multi-view matching.

In our framework, we specially design a combination
of geometric consistency affinity and adaptive state-aware
Re-ID affinity, which demonstrates a strong performance in
scenes with crowd and heavy occlusions.

3.2.1 Geometric Consistency Affinity

In order to simultaneously consider matching detection
samples and targets within single view as well as across dif-
ferent views, we construct the geometric consistency affin-
ity matrix by incorporating single-view 2D spatial informa-
tion and cross-view epipolar distance and homography dis-
tance.

2D Spatial Affinity In order to maintain the continuous
consistency of multi-view tracking results within a single
view, we follow previous methods[1, 44] by considering the
position of the bounding box as one of the crucial criteria
for tracking. We employ a Kalman Filter to predict bound-
ing box locations in the next frame. Given a pair of target
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Figure 2. Illustration of the proposed online multi-camera people tracking system. Our system first performs pedestrian detection in each
view. The detected bounding boxes are fed into a pose estimator and a Re-ID module to extract 2D keypoints and Re-ID features, which
offers geometric and appearance information for multiple forms of affinity measures. Multi-view matching is then performed to associate
multi-view detections with tracked targets based on the established affinity. The matched detections will update the state of the target, while
the unmatched ones will initialize new targets under certain criteria. An additional missing targets matching procudure is implemented to
re-identify re-emerged targets. Finally, the global coordinate of confirmed targets will be output.

and detection sample (Dt,c, Tt′), the Affinity between the
detected bounding box and the predicted bounding box is
defined using IOU metrics,

Ab (Dt,c, Tt′) = wb(IOU(BDt,c , B
KF
Tt′ ,c

)− αb), (1)

where BTt′ ,c is the predicted bounding box by Kalman
Filter from camera c of the target Tt′ , Nc the number of
cameras and αb the threshold of 2D spatial affinity. Here
we omit the i index of Dt,c and Tt′ for simplicity. If there
is no matched bounding box within a period of time, the
affinity from camera c will be set to zero.

3D Epipolar Affinity To associate detection samples
from different views to targets, we also introduce 3D epipo-
lar distance into our affinity measurement. We back-project
the detected 2D keypoint xk

t,c as a ray in 3D global coordi-
nates,

X̃k
t (µ;x

k
t,c) = P †

c x̃
k
t,c + µX̃c, (2)

where x̃k
t,c the homogeneous coordinate of xk

t,c, P †
c ∈

R4×3 the pseudo-inverse of the camera projection matrix
Pc. X̃c is the homogeneous coordinate of the camera cen-
ter in global coordinates, which can be inferred using the
following formula:

Pc · X̃c = 0 (3)

The same operation is also performed to compute the ray
X̃k

t′ back-projected from the last updated 2D keypoint xk
t′,c′

of the target. The 3D epipolar affinity is defined as:

Aepi(Dt,c, Tt′) =
∑
c′ ̸=c

NK∑
k=1

Aepi(x
k
t,c, x

k
t′,c′), (4)

Aepi(x
k
t,c, x

k
t′,c′) = wepi(1−

dl(Xt(µ), Xt′(µ))

αepi
), (5)

where dl denotes the line-to-line distance in 3D space
and αepi the threshold.
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Homography Affinity Although the epipolar distance of-
fers important information while associating individuals
from different cameras, the distance can be inaccurate when
two rays are nearly intersecting but the intersection point
does not locate on any individual. Therefore, we further in-
troduce homography distance to leverage global spatial in-
formation rather than intra-camera information. The func-
tion Fbp outputs the “bottom point” of a detection sample
or a target from a certain camera. The “bottom point” rep-
resents the average position of the left and right ankle key-
points xla and xra when their estimated confidence score is
above the keypoint threshold αkp, otherwise the midpoint
of bottom line of the bounding box will be applied.

Fbp(Dt,c) =

{
xla+xra

2 if cla, cra > αkp

(x1+x2

2 , y2) otherwise
, (6)

where (x1, y2) and (x2, y2) denote the coordinates of
top-left vertex and bottom-right vertex of bounding box, re-
spectively. Then, the “bottom points” can be reprojected
into global coordinates when given the homography matrix
Hc ∈ R3×3of the ground plane,

Fg(Dt,c) = Hc · Fbp(Dt,c). (7)

We hereby perform homography transform on the bot-
tom points of each detection sample and of each target from
different views. The euclidean distance is calculated be-
tween the transformed points to measure the homography
affinity,

Ah(Dt,c, Tt′) =
∑
c′ ̸=c

whDh(Dt,c, Tt′,c′), (8)

Dh(Dt,c, Tt′,c′) = 1− ∥Fg(Dt,c), Fg(Tt′,c′)∥
αh

. (9)

The overall geometric consistency affinity can be repre-
sented as a sum of the above-mentioned components,

Agc = Ab +Aepi +Ah. (10)

3.2.2 Adaptive State-aware Re-ID Affinity

Considering the scenario where two or multiple pedes-
trians are heavily occluded, the non-maximum suppression
(NMS) might result in only one bounding box being de-
tected, leading to potential ID switches among multiple
pedestrians, which can be highly detrimental to data associ-
ation. Therefore, we propose an adaptive state-aware Re-ID
Affinity to incorporate Re-ID features as an auxiliary mea-
sure reducing ID switches during and after occlusions.

Here, we define a state variable called 2D state, which
can be assigned with three different states: detected, oc-
cluded, or missing. The term “occluded” represents sce-
narios where the target suffers occlusion with other targets

(a) Before Occlusion (b) Occlusion (c) After Occlusion

Figure 3. Illustration of ID switch due to severe occlusion. No-
tably, the target initially tagged with ID 20 (purple) is erroneously
matched to ID 24 (green) after occlusion. Besides, the target orig-
inally bearing ID 24 (green) is reinitialized to ID 34 (blue).

beyond a certain threshold. “Missing” indicates that a pre-
viously seen target has disappeared from the current camera
view, while “detected” represents all other situations. Un-
like the “tracking state” mentioned earlier, which represents
the overall status of a target across all cameras, 2D state is
a status measure recorded for each camera. For example, a
target’s tracking state is only marked as missing if it dis-
appears from all views. In contrast, its 2D state will be
marked as missing as soon as it disappears from the view
of any camera.

For targets with at least one “occluded” or “missing” 2D
state, we add a Re-ID-related metric as affinity. Specifically,
for all detection samples and the above-mentioned tracked
targets, we first calculate the Re-ID similarity between each
pair, which is represented by the maximum value of the co-
sine similarities:

S(fDt,c
, Ft′) = max(cos(fDt,c

, Ft′)), (11)

where fDt,c
denotes the Re-ID feature vector from the

detection sample Dt,c and Ft′ represents the Re-ID feature
bank of the tracked target Tt′ , whose updating mechanism
will be explained in 3.2.3. Then, the adaptive state-aware
Re-ID affinity can be defined as

As = ws(S(fDt,c
, Ft′)− αs), (12)

where ws and αs are the weight and the threshold of
adaptive state-aware Re-ID affinity respectively. ws is as-
signed with a strictly positive value only when the target has
at least one “occluded” or “missing” 2D state, otherwise it
will be assigned with a zero value.

As a result, the final affinity used in tracking can be a
combination of geometric consistency and state-aware Re-
ID affinity, i.e. Afinal = Agc +As.

3.2.3 Target Update

The information stored in targets will be updated once
the matching results are determined based on the affinity
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Figure 4. Examples of low intra-class similarity and high inter-
class similarity. The blue box indicates low Re-ID similarity for
the same target under different perspectives, and the red box rep-
resents high similarity for different targets due to similar clothing.

measures. The updating procedure can be primarily divided
into single-view updates and multi-view joint updates. For
single-view (or per-view) updates, the matched detection
box and corresponding 2D keypoints are stored, and the
Kalman filter is also updated based on the newly matched
bounding box location. Multi-view joint updates primarily
involve 3D keypoints update, correction with 3D keypoints,
and feature bank update, which will be detailed in the fol-
lowing paragraphs.

3D keypoints update The update of 3D keypoints in-
volves, for each trajectory, first iterating through all 2D key-
points in the visible views and selecting those above a cer-
tain threshold as reliable keypoints. Then, for all reliable
keypoints, triangulation is performed to obain the 3D coor-
dinates of the same keypoint by using the projection matri-
ces of all valid views. the final output will be chosen from
3D keypoints, world coordinates after homography trans-
form using 2D keypoints or using the mid point of bottom
line of bounding box, following the exact priority order.

Feature Bank Update For persons re-entering the scene,
we leverage Re-ID features to re-identify these targets.
However, even with the current state-of-the-art Re-ID
model [7], there are still difficulties when identifying the
same person with various poses under different perspectives
and different people with similar clothes, as illustrated in
Figure 4. As a result, simply adopting a naive box-to-box
Re-ID similarity calculation makes it difficult to identify a
newly entering target.

To address the above problem, we design a Re-ID fea-
ture bank mechanism, where we retain diverse Re-ID fea-
tures of each tracked target, hoping to correctly assign IDs
under different angles. Our key insight is to ensure a Re-ID
feature corresponding to a similar pose to the current detec-
tion is retained in the feature bank. One the one hand, Such
design avoids the problem of mismatched different perspec-
tives. On the other hand, the Re-ID similarity of the same
target under close perspective will be higher than that of
people wearing similar clothing, reducing the occurrence of
incorrect allocation of IDs.

Algorithm 1 Re-ID Feature Bank Update

1: Initialize a fixed-size queue F as Re-ID feature bank
2: Define thresholds: αk (keypoints), αc (bbox confi-

dence), αb (IOU), αcr (coverage rate), αs (similarity)
3: for each bounding box B in tracking process do
4: Let ck be the confidence of upper body keypoints
5: Let cB be the confidence of bounding box B
6: Let fB be the Re-ID feature of bounding box B
7: Let IOU(B,B′

t) be the intersection over union of
B with a bounding box B′

t from tracked targets
8: Let CR(B,B′

d) be the coverage rate of B with a
detected bounding box B′

d

9: Let S(fB , f) be the cosine similarity between fB
and f

10: if k > αk and c > αc and sum(IOU(B,B′
t) <

αb,∀B′
t) < 2 and sum(CR(B,B′

d) < αcr,∀B′
d) < 2

then
11: if ∀f ∈ F, S(fB , f) < αs then
12: if size of Q is full then
13: Dequeue the first element from Q
14: end if
15: Enqueue B to Q
16: end if
17: end if
18: end for

Specifically, we established a Re-ID feature queue with
a fixed size. During the subsequent tracking process, if
the detection sample of the same target under all view-
points meets certain conditions, the corresponding Re-ID
feature vector will be enqueued. The criteria requires that
the detected person is easily recognizable and minimally oc-
cluded, demanding 1) the upper body to be visible, 2) the
detection box’s confidence level to exceed a certain thresh-
old, and 3) the overlap with other boxes to be less than a
certain threshold.

It is worth noting that in occlusion scenarios, the metric
IOU cannot well reflect the occlusion degree of a bounding
box, especially when small targets are occluded by large
targets. Thus, we introduce coverage rate(CR) to help de-
termine whether a detection sample is heavily occluded:
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CR(BD1 , BD2) =
Area(BD1

∩BD2
)

Area(BD1)
, (13)

where BD1
and BD2

represent the occluded bounding
box and the occluding bounding box respectively.

Moreover, to retain discriminate Re-ID features, we re-
quire that the newly added Re-ID feature has a low maxi-
mum similarity with the existing features in the bank. Based
on this, we constructed a Re-ID feature bank for each tar-
get. This mechanism is applied in subsequent missing track
ID matching and the construction of adaptive state-aware
Re-ID affinity. In the following steps, when calculating Re-
ID similarity, we use the maximum similarity between the
current Re-ID feature and the feature bank as the result.

3.3. Cross-view Target Initialization

For unmatched detections left from multi-view match-
ing, we also try to associate them across different cameras.
Similar to Equation 5 and Equation 8, we calculate the 3D
epipolar affinity Aepi and homography affinity Ah, but be-
tween each pair of detection samples from different cam-
eras, rather than between a detection sample and a target.
The association affinity Aass is defined as

Aass = Aepi +Ah. (14)

Inspired from [4, 5, 25], we formulate the association
problem by a weighted graph partitioning problem with
cycle-consistency. The problem can be solved via binary
integer programming:

e∗ = argmax
e

∑
i,j

Aass(i, j)e(i, j), (15)

s.t. e(i, j) ∈ 0, 1, (16)
e(i, j) + e(j, k) <= 1 + e(i, k), (17)

where Aass(i, j) denotes the association affinity be-
tween Di and Dj , and e(i, j) a binary variable indicating
the existence of connection between Di and Dj . The final
results can be represented by a group of clusters, and we
adopt different initialization strategies according to the size
of clusters.

Single-view initialization When only one view is avail-
able for initiating a target, single-view initialization is per-
formed. As the target only appears in one view, it is possi-
ble that it comes from a false positive detection. Thus we
choose to set its tracking state as unconfirmed and needs
several consecutive updates to transform into a confirmed
target. Single-view initialization primarily initializes 2D
information, including bounding boxes and 2D keypoints.
Additionally, the corresponding Re-ID feature can also be
involved in the Re-ID feature bank update.

Multi-view initialization When a target simultaneously
appears in multiple views, multi-view initialization is per-
formed. The tracking state for multi-view initialization is
set directly to Confirmed. Compared to single-view initial-
ization, multi-view initialization includes the initialization
of 3D information. Specifically, in addition to initializing
2D information for each view similar to single-view ini-
tialization, 3D keypoints are also calculated and recorded
through triangulation. Regarding the Re-ID feature bank,
for each view that meets certain conditions, such as visible
upper body keypoints, a bounding box confidence above a
certain threshold, and minor occlusion, the decision to add
the view’s features to the feature bank is based on similarity,
which is similar to the feature bank update process.

Matching with missing tracks For newly initialized tar-
gets, we need to re-identify whether they correspond to ex-
isting persons from missing targets, which avoids the situa-
tion where the trajectory of the same ID is split into multiple
segments. Here, we use the Re-ID feature banks to deter-
mine if they corresponds to the same ID. Specifically, we
calculate the similarity between all features in two feature
banks, take the maximum value, and compare the value with
the Re-ID similarity threshold αs. If the similarity is above
the threshold, the newly initialized target will be used to
reactivate the missing targets, which means all the informa-
tion will be transferred to the missing target. The latter will
return to the confirmed tracking state and the former will be
deleted. Otherwise, a new target will receive its new ID and
advance to the matching pool.

4. Experiments

4.1. Dataset

The AIC24 Multi-Camera People Tracking (MCPT)
dataset [38] consists of 90 multi-camera synthetic scenes,
including common scenes such as storage areas, markets,
and hospitals, generated by the NVIDIA Omniverse Plat-
form. It comprises 40 scenes for training, 20 scenes for
validation, and 30 scenes for testing. This iteration of
the dataset marks a significant expansion in size, with the
camera count growing from 129 to about 1,300, and the
tracked individual count increasing from 156 to approxi-
mately 3,400. Additionally, 3D annotations and camera
matrices are provided in the dataset. The videos are pro-
vided as high-resolution 1080p feeds, running at 30 frames
per second, and come with tracking annotations that span
across different camera views.

4.2. Evaluation Metrics

The Higher Order Tracking Accuracy (HOTA) based on
3D distance is used to rank the performance of each team
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on the leaderboard. HOTA, introduced by [18], was devel-
oped to rectify the issue where existing evaluation metrics
disproportionately emphasized either detection or associa-
tion. This metric balances the impact of detection, local-
ization, and association. In the experiments, in addition to
the HOTA value, we also provide scores for detection, lo-
calization, and association as references, marked as DetA,
LocA and AssA respectively. Concretely, Detection Accu-
racy(DetA) assesses the correct identification of objects in
an image or scene; Localization(LocA) measures the pre-
cision in pinpointing object locations; Association Accu-
racy (AssA) evaluates how accurately objects are tracked
and identified over successive frames or views.

4.3. Implementation Details

Detection: Considering that the dataset predominantly
consists of occlusion scenarios, in our experiments, we
adopt the YOLOX model pretrained on the CrowdHuman
dataset [27] by ByteTrack [44].

Re-identification: The network structure we adopted for
Re-ID is MGN(R101) [37], whose weight is initialized with
the pretrained weight from LUPerson [7]. To adapt to syn-
thetic data, we finetune the model based on the training set
and the validation set of AIC24 MCPT tracking dataset.

Pose Estimation: In pose estimation, we adopt the HR-
Net model [30] from the MMPose framework, known for its
high-resolution networks that effectively maintain detailed
spatial information throughout the model.

Parameter Selection: For the thresholds mentioned in
Section 3, we empirically set the bounding box IOU thresh-
old αb as 0.5, the 3D epipolar distance threshold αepi as
0.2, the homography distance αh as 1.5(because the loca-
tion of bottom points is often with significant noise) and the
threshold of Re-ID affinity αs as 0.5. Besides, we assign
(5, 1, 1, 5) to the affinity weights (wb, wepi, wh, ws). The
bounding boxes and 2D keypoints are filtered with thresh-
olds 0.3 and 0.7, respectively, to reduce false positive.

4.4. Experimental Results

Several Methods are evaluated in the test dataset of
Track1 in the AI City Chanllenge 2024, as shown in Ta-
ble 1. A series of improvements can be observed, mainly
focusing on optimizing AssA, increasing from the original
30.2397% to the final 55.0560%. Specifically, compared to
the baseline, the addition of Kalman filter improved the ac-
curacy of predicted boxes, resulting in a gain of around 6
percentage points in association score. The incorporation
of a feature bank optimized the matching of disappeared
targets’ IDs, reducing instances of trajectory splitting under

the same ID and gaining around 2 percentage points in as-
sociation. Furthermore, the addition of adaptive state-aware
affinity for occluded and missing targets brought about a
total increase of approximately 17 percentage points in as-
sociation and around 13 percentage points in HOTA score.
The final HOTA score reached 67.2175%.

Method HOTA DetA LocA AssA
Baseline 48.4516 80.2453 93.7445 30.2397

+ Kalman Filter 52.284 78.7058 93.474 36.4094
+Feature Bank 54.6255 82.1009 93.4924 38.1482

+Occluded Correction 64.1062 83.8852 93.8214 50.4193
+Missing Correction 67.2175 84.0312 93.8221 55.0560

Table 1. Performance comparison of different methods on the
AIC24 dataset. The best results are highlighted in bold.

Our online multi-camera multi-people tracking method
achieved a HOTA score of 67.2175 in the evaluation sys-
tem of the AI City Challenge 2024 track 1, ranking second
among all teams. The final leaderboard is shown in Table 2.

Ranking Team ID Team Name HOTA
1 221 RIIPS 71.652
2 79 SJTU-Lenovo(Ours) 67.2175
3 142 FraunhoferIOSB 60.8792
4 40 NetsPresso 60.8233
5 8 UWIPL-ETRI 57.1445
6 50 ARV RETERIU 51.0556
7 5 SKKU Automation Lab 45.1575
8 124 STCHD 40.6202
9 162 Asilla 40.3361
10 21 TryThis 33.4879

Table 2. Leaderboard of Track 1 in the AI City Challenge 2024.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an online multi-camera multi-

people tracking system that comprehensively considers the
spatial and appearance information of the target. By intro-
ducing adaptive state-aware Re-ID affinity to correct the ID
switch phenomenon under occlusion, our method signifi-
cantly improves the accuracy of data association. When
tested in different scenarios, this system demonstrates effec-
tiveness and robustness. Our proposed system ranked sec-
ond on the leaderboard of 2024 AI City Challenge Track1
in HOTA score.
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